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0 of 2 review helpful This was a very informative book on crystals By sfend Great 0 of 0 review helpful Excellent By 
doug korty Excellent book by the American Museum of Natural History experts about their collection Very impressive 
and informative I am surprised that there are not more reviews here given the interest in gemstones Another example 
of how important an A classic book gets a new redesigned and sumptuous edition in celebration of its 25th anniversary 
Updated and revised Gems Crystals showcases the museum s renowned collection and unlocks the science behind the 
dazzling properties of each gemstone species Nearly 150 key varieties of gems and minerals are profiled with 
information on their history lore and sources as well as the relationships among the bewildering variety of crystals 
minerals rocks ldquo This 25th anniversary reissue from the American Museum of Natural History functions as a 
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reference book and a stunning pictorial tour of gemstones VERDICT Recommended both for its reference value and 
as a coffee table book this title will appeal 
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